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Easy
Step-by-Step
Instructions

LEOPARD
Step 1 – Start with clean, moisturized skin.
Apply the White Cream Color to the
highlights of the face and down the
center of the neck. Blend with sponge
applicator.
Step 2 – Use the Brown, Orange, and
Yellow Cream Colors on the contours of
the face and down the sides of the neck.
Blend the shades together using the
sponge applicator. Use the Brown Cream
Color to darken
around the eyes and to sculpt the sides of
the nose. Once desired look is achieved,
use the powder puff to press Colorset
Setting Powder on top of the Cream
Makeup to set it in place.
Step 3 – Using the Black Pro Pencil create
a winged liner, add a diagonal line from
the nose to the wing. Outline the tip of the
nose, and line
the upper lip.
Connect the nose and upper lip using the
Black Pro Pencil, then fill in the nose and
upper lip using the Black Cream Color. Fill
in the area beneath the eye and above
the diagonal line with the White Cream
Color.

Step 4 – Use the Black Pro Pencil to
create small leopard spots on the face
and down the neck. Fill in the spots with
the Yellow and Orange Cream Colors. To
complete, clip on the included whiskers
(trim length as desired).

TIGER
Step 1 – Begin with clean, moisturized
skin. Use Orange Cream makeup to
contour around the jawline, hairline
and down the sides of the nose. Use
Yellow to blend into Orange to add
more color and depth. Dab white all
over the lids and up onto the brows,
blending up onto the forehead.
Step 2 – Using the Black Liner Pencil
line the eyes top and bottom to
create a long wing extending from
the outer corners. Next, use the Black
Cream makeup to create fine, hair
like strokes around the face to create
tiger stripes. Mimmick fur by using very
little pressure to lay down the color.
Step 3 – Trace along the nostrils and
fill in to create the tiger nose using
Black Cream makeup. Using the
same brush, draw a thin fine line from
the nose down to the upper lip. Draw
a small triangle at the cupids bow
using Black Cream makeup and fill in
the top lip. Add a curl to the outer
corners of the lips to create the snout
of the tiger.

Step 4 – Create highlights using White
Cream makeup on the inside of the
black stripes. This will add some dimension to the black stripes. Don't forget to
drag some Orange and Yellow Cream
Color down the neck. Using the Powder
Puff, press Colorset Powder on top of the
Cream Makeup to set it into place.
Now clip on your whiskers!

